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The nation’s top 5 percent of wealthy AfricanAmericans are being extremely cautious when it
comes to investing their money compared to their
white counterparts and differences between each
demographic suggests that years of economic
inequality could be to blame.
Wealthy white Americans are being much riskier
when it comes to investing their money, and in
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recent years those risks have really paid off.
Wealthy Blacks, on the other hand, have not seen major returns on their investments, which are mostly
isolated to real estate and savings bonds.
A study conducted by Credit Suisse in conjunction with the Institute on Assets and Social Policy at
Brandeis University revealed that major differences between the nation’s wealthiest Black and wealthiest
white Americans could explain why one group is willing to take more risks with their money.
A key difference was the amount of money each demographic had.
The top 5 percent of wealthy white people still made a significantly greater amount of money than the
nation’s wealthiest Blacks.
The top 1 percent of the wealthiest whites alone made nearly six times more than the top 1 percent of the
wealthiest Blacks.
Any investor will be more willing to make riskier investments if they have a larger amount of money. With
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the top percentages of wealthy whites making such staggering amounts of money, investments that could
be incredibly risky for wealthy Blacks might not seem so intimidating to a white investor.
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Statistics also revealed that many wealthy Blacks didn’t see much longevity in their financial success.
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One in four African Americans who were in the top
quartile of Black wealth holders in 1984 were no
longer in that same quartile by the time 2004 came
around.
Myths about the Black community convinced some
people that African-Americans were simply poor
business owners, but the report shed light on some
of the real factors that are causing Black businesses
to go under.
Black business owners were found to get approved
for bank loans less often and those loans are usually
of much smaller sizes with higher interest rates than whites who request the same loans with similar
financial backgrounds.
With so many racist institutions taking aim at Black wealth, Credit Suisse’s chief marketing and talent
officer and head of the bank’s New Markets efforts,
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Pamela Thomas-Graham, understood why wealthy
Blacks weren’t willing to be as risky with their
investments.
“If you are in the top five percent and you are
African-American you probably are smart to have a
more cautious approach,” Thomas-Graham told the
Washington Post. “Historically, there is more
[downward] mobility, and fragility.”
It certainly makes risky investments seem
exponentially more intimidating than they should
be, but financial experts believe there is a lot of profit to be made by Black investors going out on a limb
and taking that leap of faith.
Wealthy Blacks had much lower rates of investments in businesses, stocks and mutual funds when
compared to whites.
That’s where most of the money is being made and it’s causing the wealth gap to continue to grow, the
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study suggests.
For every $1 the wealthy African Americans had, their white counterparts had nearly $8.
“It is possible people are not seeing the full range of options that are available,” Thomas-Graham said.
With the stock market soaring, investors believe now would be a great time for many wealthy Blacks to
take those calculated risks and increase their wealth with high-reward investments.
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Of course wealthy blacks are more conservative with investments and money spending with good
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reason too. Cause the economy goes bad we get hit the hardest cause we are starting off with less
from day one. Most wealthy blacks did not inherit wealth, but most wealthy whites did. That's a fact.
Most blacks in America over the age of 60 years old grew up poor. Many were extremely poor. John
H.Johnson grew up poor as hell. And so did many others. So we become conservative out of fear of
going back to that. But once we get over that fear,the world is ours.
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the time to take advantage of the action in Africa is now! manufacture and production, infrastructure,
mineral trade , Agriculture.these wealthy African-Americans should take a look at China. where does
it say they have live with the stiff-necked economic pressure created by racial disparities? time to
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defuse the tension. investing in Africa would raise their returns and make them more competitive
back in America.
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Bwire Vincent says:
December 8, 2014 at 3:05 pm

You are talking to people who love fine white made things. People whose idea of a dream vacation is
Paris, France. People who think that Africa is a country, full of hunger and disease. People who are
still struggling to look, dress and speak right, for white man's approval, while berating Africans for
NOT 'speaking English'. People who are afraid of freedom
You are talking to the mightiest people on planet earth, who have been successfully, fooled into
thinking that they are the weakest, to the point where white man speaks for them, as if they are
babies …
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Thomas Ajah says:
December 8, 2014 at 5:34 pm

If that is how it is then they should stop complaining and eat the shit the white man is feeding them!
Malcolm X gave them a real chance to walk out of bondage, and become an independent black nation
but they settled for less by begging the white man for civil recognition under MLK…they responsible
for the disrespect the white man shows blacks world wide!!!
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